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Introduction 
Progressive immunodeficiency during HIV infection put an 

individual on increased risk of developing other infections including 
tuberculosis (TB) which is the leading and deadly one if not identified 
and treated early [1]. Accordingly, an HIV positive individual has about 
50% lifetime risk of developing active TB [2]. 

There were an about 1.1 million HIV positive new TB cases globally 
in 2010 of which 82% live in sub-Saharan Africa [3]. In Ethiopia, 
the proportion of HIV/TB co infection in the general population is 
significantly high with recent estimates ranging from 46% to 65% [4]. 
World health organization (WHO)reported that Ethiopia is seventh 
among top ten countries with the highest number of death from HIV-
associated TB in 2011 [5]. 

Antiretroviral therapy (ART) remains one of the best strategies 
in reducing the double trouble imposed by HIV/TB co- infection. 
Evidence shows that ART can have a significant impact on the HIV 
and TB related morbidity and mortality in co-infected patients [6]. 
However, concomitant treatment is complicated by factors such as 
overlapping drug toxicities, drug-drug interactions and possible 
paradoxical reactions [7-9]. Likewise, these co-infected patients on 
concomitant treatment are at increased risk of decreased adherence 
to either or both treatments secondary to large pill burden [10]. The 
significant drug-drug interaction between standard TB medications 
and HAART could also result in sub therapeutic plasma concentration 
of either or both drugs. The cumulative effects of these complications 
could ultimately lead to poor virological, immunological and clinical 
treatment outcomes in these patient groups [9,11,12].

There are limited literatures which compared mortality of HIV 

positive adults with TB co-infection on first line ART with those without 
TB co-infection. Amongst those few literatures available, majority of 
them are from developed countries [13-15] and published works on this 
issue in resource poor setting like Ethiopia is scarce [16-18]. In addition 
to this, the available evidences are not consistent regarding the effect of 
TB co-infection on mortality of people living with HIV (PLWHs) who 
are on effective first line ART. 

Furthermore, sub-Sahara Africa including Ethiopia is continued to 
be the victim of death due to HIV/TB co-infection regardless of the 
widely available ART services and standard TB care highlighting the 
need for identifying and addressing factors rather than TB co-infection 
that could contribute to this death in PLWHs taking ART. 

Therefore, in the present study, we tested the hypothesis which says 
TB co-infection independently and significantly increases mortality 
of PLWHs even if they are on ART and optimally adhered to such 
regimens. We have also investigated the effect of other factors on 
mortality in these patients beside TB co-infection early at 6 months and 
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at the end of study period and put relevant recommendations for policy 
makers and ART programmer.

Methods 
Study setting 

This study was conducted in one of the largest teaching hospital in 
Ethiopia called Jimma University Specialized Hospital found in south 
western part of the country. There is separate ART and TB clinic in 
this hospital currently serving a total of 9809 (3519 on ART and 6290 
pre-ART) PLWH including those with TB co-infection. At this clinic, 
patients have regular follow-up for medication refill, monitoring 
for drug adverse effects and possible treatment failure, adherence to 
medications, and to begin ART when the patients meet the criteria of 
ART treatment guideline of adults and adolescents. Weight, height, and 
other parameters are measured during each visit. Hemoglobin level, 
renal function test, liver function test and CD4 determination are being 
done initially, during pre-ART, at the time of ART initiation and every 6 
months as per guideline [19]. However, until this study was conducted, 
viral load determination was not being done in this hospital and other 
part of the country except in some private hospitals because of resource 
limitation. 

Study design 

A retrospective cohort study was conducted from December to 
August 2012, using ART patient master cards and computer database. 
All PLWH who were on ART at this clinic and started such treatment 
between January 2008 and March 2011 were our population. Of these, 
we included only adult PLWH (age ≥18 years) who were on ART and 
had at least one follow up clinic visit after initiation of ART. Patients who 
had many of their records missed to the extent that it can affect analysis, 
patients who were lost for follow up and came back to treatment and 
patients with past history of TB and or completed TB treatment ahead 
of ART initiation or contracted TB within one month of ART initiation 
were excluded from the study.

Considering 90% power of study, 16% for possible incompleteness 
of the recordings, and 10% for lost to follow up, sample size was 
determined to be 650 using standard table for sample size determination 
in cohort studies [20]. Of total, 130 were PLWH with TB co-infection 
while the remaining were PLWHs with no TB co-infection when they 
started ART. Computer generated simple random sampling technique 
was employed to select the study participants. 

Data collection and design of collection tool

Data collection was done using a pretested data abstraction format 
that was designed for the purpose of this study. Data was collected by 
well trained data collectors including two nurses and two pharmacists 
working in ART clinic of Jimma University Specialized Hospital (JUSH) 
up on the supervision of the principal investigator. 

Data analysis 

Data analysis was done using statistical package for social sciences 
(SPSS) version 16.0. All statistical tests were two-tailed, with P<0.05 
considered significant. The two-groups were compared for All-cause 
mortality using both chi-square tests (X2) and fisher’s exact test. The 
survival probabilities were estimated by the method of Kaplan–
Meier and compared using log-rank test for significance. The Cox-
proportional hazard regression model was used to examine the effect of 
TB co-infection on all-cause mortality of PLWHs taking first line ART 
at 6 months and at the end of follow up period. 

Hazard ratios and 95% confidence intervals (95% CI) were also 
determined. Finally, the results were presented in the form of tables and 
figures. Categorical variables as number (%) and continuous variables 
as mean ± standard error of mean.

Ethical approval 

Ethical clearance was obtained from the ethical review board of 
Jimma University College of Public Health and Medical Sciences. 
During data collection, any personally identifiable information was not 
included in the data collection format except the ART unique number 
of each patient to keep confidentiality.

Results 
Demographic and other baseline characteristics 

As Table 1 presents, analysis was made in comparison of two groups 
of PLWHs; with HIV/TB co-infection (N=130) and with only HIV 
(n=520) at ART initiation. There is female predominance in both cases. 
It accounts for a total of 355 (68.3%) and 74 (56.9%) in patients without 
and with TB co infection respectively which is significantly different 
(P=0.02). The mean age was 33.6 ± 0.4 and 33.4 ± 0.8 years respectively 
for patients without and with TB co-infection. The mean values of 
weight, CD4 cell count and body mass index (BMI) at ART initiation 
were all significantly higher for PLWHs with only HIV infection. 
Majority 45 (34.6%) of PLWHs with TB co-infection had WHO stage 
IV conditions. Both groups of PLWHs were most commonly prescribed 
ART regimen comprising of non tenofovir (TDF) based regimens 
which accounted for 324 (62.3%) and 77 (59.2%) of the total regimens 

Variables Category
TB Status

aNO (N=520) YES (N=130) bP

Age in year, Mean ± cStd. Error of mean 33.6 ± 0.4 33.4 ± 0.8 0.85

Gender
Male, N (%) 165 (31.7) 56 (43.1)

0.02Female, N (%) 355 (68.3) 74 (56.9)

Residence
Rural, N (%) 125 (24) 35 (26.9)

0.57Urban, N (%) 395 (76) 95 (73.1)

Marital status
Never married N (%) 102 (19.6) 26 (20)

0.16Ever married, N (%) 418 (80.4) 56 (43.1)

Educational level

Illiterate/ Primary, N (%) 285 (54.8) 76 (58.5)

0.17Secondary, N (%) 175 (33.7) 39 (30)
Tertiary, N (%) 60 (11.5) 15 (11.5)

dWHO stage
Stage I-III, N (%) 491 (94.4) 85 (65.4)

<0.001
Stage IV, N (%) 29 (5.6) 45 (34.6)

eART regimens
fTDF based 196 (37.7%) 53 (40.8%)

<0.001Non TDF based 324 (62.3%) 77 (59.2%)

Functional status
Working, N (%) 378 (72.7) 51 (38.7)

<0.001Ambulatory, N (%) 127 (24.4) 66 (50.8)
Bed ridden, N (%) 15 (2.9) 13 (10)

Weight in kg, Mean ± Std. error of mean 52.0 ± 0.4 49.1 ± 0.8 0.003

CD4 in cells/mm3, Mean ± Std. error of 
mean 153.8 ± 3.8 128.7 ± 9.7 0.006

gBMI in kg/m2 , Mean ± Std. error of mean 19.4 ± 0.1 18.2 ± 0.3 <0.001

Table 1: Characteristics of Study Participants at the Time of ART Initiation, 
December – August 2012, JUSH, Ethiopia. 
a TB absent when therapy is initiated, b p-value obtained from chi-square or student 
t-test analysis, cstandard error of mean, d World Health Organization, antiretroviral 
therapy, 
 f tenofovir ,g body mass index, N is a denominator
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for patients without and with TB co-infection respectively. Majority of 
patients without TB co-infection were working 378 (72.7%) whereas 
those with TB co-infection were ambulatory and bedridden making 
up a total of 79 (60.8%). In this study, 418 (80.4%) PLWHs without 
TB and 56 (43.1%) those with TB at the time of ART initiation have 
ever experienced marriage. Even if majorities are urban dwellers yet 
significant number of them is illiterate or attaining only primary 
education (Clearly presented in Table 1).

Comparison of mortality in the two groups using Kaplan 
Meier method

In this study, crude analysis showed that all-cause mortality at the 
end of follow up period was found to be higher in PLWHs with TB 
co- infection; 13 (10.0%) compared to those without TB; 18 (3.5%) and 
this difference was statistically significant (P=0.004). The cumulative 
probabilities of survival were also estimated by the method of Kaplan-
Meier and found that patients without TB co-infection survived longer 
with cumulative survival of 96.4% compared to those with TB co-
infection with cumulative survival of 89.4% and this difference was 
statistically significant (P=0.001) (Figure 1 and Table 2).

Cox-Regression analysis to assess the impact of TB on 
mortality of PLWHs on ART 

In Cox-regression model too, without adjusting for other variables, 
TB co-infected patients had significantly higher hazard for death 

(HR 3.06 (1.497-6.236), P=0.002) overall. However, after accounting 
for the confounding effects of other variables, TB co-infection didn’t 
significantly increase the risk of death. Rather, the study showed that 
CD4 count <100cells/mm3 (AHR 2.95 (1.271-6.854), P=0.012), being 
ambulatory (AHR 2.46 (2.114-6.909), P=0.024) and bedridden (AHR 
5.06 (1.632-15.659), P=0.005) at ART initiation to be independent 
predictors of mortality in these patient groups at the end of study 
period. However, the effect of malnutrition was seen only during the 
early (at six months) follow up period and only marginally significant 
then after (Table 3). 

Discussion 
This study explored whether or not tuberculosis co-infection could 
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Figure 1: Kaplan-Meier curve comparing the overall survival rate of study 
cohorts with and without TB co-infection at the end of follow up period, 
December to August 2012, JUSH, Ethiopia.

 aART Outcomes
Months  TB Status P (Pearson 

chi-
square)

bNO 
(N=520)

YES 
( N=130)

cAttrition Died, n (%) 12 18 (3.5) 13 (10.0) .004
Lost to follow up, n (%) 6 35 (6.7) 11 (8.5) .04

12 14 (3) 8 (7.5) <.001
Cumulative probability of survival, 
%

12 96.4 89.4 .001

aAntiretroviral therapy, b there is no tuberculosis co-infection, c death plus lost to 
follow up, 
Table 2: Attrition and survival of PLWHs on ART compared based on TB status, 
December-August 2012, JUSH, Ethiopia

Variable
 Follow up time in months

 At Six months of follow up visit  At the end of the study period
Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis 

aHR (95% CI) bP  cAHR (95% CI) P  AHR (95% CI) P  AHR (95% CI)d P
TB co-infection
Absent Reference --- Reference --- Reference ---- Reference ----
Present 2.79 (1.26-6.22) 0.01 1.09 (0.36-3.27) .88 3.06 (1.49-6.24) 0.02 1.31 (0 .57- 3.01) .52
Functional status
Working Reference ---- Reference ---- Reference ---- Reference ------
Ambulatory 6.55 (2.09-20.57) 0.001 5.53 (1.11-27.52) .04 3.29 (1.19-9.05) 0.02 2.46 (2.11-6.91) .02
Bed ridden 6.96 (1.42-14.60) <0.001 6.25 (1.40-14.47) <.01 9.34 (3.18-27.48) <0.01 5.06 (1.63-15.66) .01
eBMI category in kg/m2

≥ 18.5 Reference --- Reference ----- Reference ---- Reference ----
16-17 4.32 (1.67-11.21) .003 4.47 (1.39-14.39) .01 3.04 (1.26- 7.34) .01 2.52 (1.35-8.95) .06
<16 3.68 (1.31-10.35) .01 1.51 (0.39-5.84) .55 3.08 (1.28- 7.45) 0.01 3.40 (1.64-12.34) .08
CD4 category in cells/mm3

<100 5.42 (1.77-12.32) .005 3.90 (1.67-9.24) .01 6.41 (2.87-14.34) <0.01 2.95 (1.27- 6.85) .01
 ≥ 100 Reference ----- Reference --- Reference ----- Reference -----

acrude hazard ratio, b p-value obtained by Cox regression, cdjusted hazard ratio, d confidence interval at 95%, e body mass index
Table 3: Cox-Proportional Hazard Model for Assessing the Effect of TB co-infection on Mortality of PLWHs receiving ART, December-August 2012, JUSH, Ethiopia.
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significantly and independently increase the risk of mortality in cohort 
of PLWHs while they are taking first line ART and fully adhered to such 
treatment. Therefore, the major findings of this study were discussed 
below in comparison to other previously published works. 

In Sub-Sahara African, early mortality rates are very high where 
8-26% of patients die in the first year of antiretroviral treatment, with 
most deaths occurring in the first few months [21] secondary to several 
factors including but not limited to severe immunodeficiency which 
in turn leads to fatal opportunistic infections such as tuberculosis, 
late presentation to health facility and non-adherence to their ART 
regimens.

In this study, all cause mortality for the study PLWHs, in crude 
analysis was significantly higher for patients with TB co infection at the 
end of the study period. Similar findings were shown in Taiwan [13] 
and South Africa [18,22]. In contrast, study in India recently reported 
that mortality outcome was similar regardless of the presence or 
absence of TB co infection when ART is initiated [15]. The low power 
of their study might be the reason for failure to detect the difference. 
Similarly, study in Zambia reported no difference in mortality rates by 
TB status at baseline even though the authors acknowledged that the 
result may have been affected by the substantial number of lost to follow 
up occurred in the study participants [23]. 

Study showed that the survival rate of HIV-TB co-infection 
increased to 86.60% during the ART era [24]. Similarly, it is observed 
that ART had brought a substantial reduction in deaths during TB 
treatment for HIV infected TB patients in Thailand [25]. In the present 
study also the survival benefit of ART is further demonstrated in both 
groups of PLWHs even to greater extent than the one reported in 
aforementioned studies. 

However, Kaplan Meier comparison showed the survival rate 
observed in this study is greater for patients without TB co infection. 
This finding is comparable with study in India [15], Taiwan [13] and 
South Africa [18]. The lower survival rate in cohort with TB observed in 
this study could be due to the fact that TB patients are more likely to have 
severe immunosuppression (low CD4 counts), low BMI, and anemia 
when ART initiated than others. Other studies also complement this 
fact [18,21,26,27]. Even if the overall survival rate is lower for PLWHs 
with TB co-infection at the time of ART initiation, the presence of TB 
co infection was not found to increase the risk of death after accounting 
for the effect of other confounding factors in Cox-regression model. 
Other published studies in Taiwan [3], Malawi [17] and South Africa 
[18] have also shown similar findings. 

Similarly, meta analysis of six studies in HIV/TB co infected patient 
showed that tuberculosis doesn’t show an effect on mortality in PLWH 
on ART [22]. Studies in Mozambique [28] and Tanzania [29] also 
showed that active TB co infection hasn’t increased attrition (death and 
or Lost to follow up) risk in PLWH after initiating ART. Therefore these 
findings pinpoint HIV programmers and policy makers that the mere 
presence of TB at the time of ART initiation doesn’t compromise the 
survival benefits of ART. Instead there are some factors found to be 
silent killers of PLWHs receiving ART in resource limited settings. In 
this regard, the present study uncovered three important factors which 
independently increased the risk of mortality among PLWHs on ART. 
These include lower base line functional status (being ambulatory 
and bedridden), malnutrition and severe immunosuppression at ART 
initiation. 

Functional status represents how sick the patients were at baseline; 
lower baseline functional status implies advanced disease and thus may 

explain its association with higher risk of death [30]. Similarly, other 
studies in Ethiopia [27,31] showed that there is higher mortality in 
patients with lower baseline functional status similar to the present 
study. Two other studies in Africa showed that patients who experienced 
severe morbidity and hence poor performance at presentation to health 
facilities had higher risks of mortality [32,33] highlighting the need for 
early presentation and screening for HIV as well as TB of the general 
population in Africa.

One study in sub-Saharan Africa showed malnutrition was factors 
independently increasing the risk of mortality on HAART [34]. In 
present study, similarly, it was found to have increased the risk of 
mortality. In accordance with this, a retrospective cohort study in 
Singapore also showed that moderate to severe malnutrition is a 
significant independent predictor of death in PLWHs on ART [35]. 
In the present study, the impact of malnutrition was seen during the 
early six months of initiating HAART and disappeared thereafter. This 
highlights the importance of fostering the early nutritional support 
such as the provision of formula foods as well as advice on appropriate 
diet for such patients. 

Late after 6 months of ART initiation, low baseline functional status 
continued to increase mortality risk and CD4 cell count of less than 
100cells/mm3 appeared to increase mortality risk only at this time. This 
finding was comparable to results of two retrospective cohort studies 
in Eastern Ethiopia [26,27]. This clearly indicates that ART should be 
initiated as early as possible such as before CD4 counts drop down to 
200cells/mm3. This is also a clue for a need of fostering continuing health 
education regarding HIV counseling and test to promote screening for 
both HIV and TB before the development of advanced disease. 

Limitations of the present study primarily relate to the fact that 
analyses were based on routinely collected data, which were incomplete 
for certain baseline and follow-up clinical characteristics. Hence, there 
could be inherent unmeasured risk factors which could confound the 
effects of other variables. Another limitation is that there could be 
misclassification bias as it is not easy to diagnosis TB in HIV positive 
patients. As a result, HIV/TB co-infected patients may be treated only 
for HIV and also only HIV infected patients may be treated wrongly for 
TB as well. However, retrospective cohort studies are playing vital role 
in changing guide lines as they are cheap to conduct and don’t require 
longer time.

Conclusion 
Generally, the findings of the present study are in accordance with 

other previously published data. It seems that patients with TB co-
infection when initiated first line antiretroviral regimens more likely 
to experience death and survive shorter compared to patients without 
TB co-infection. Nevertheless, after fitting multivariate Cox-regression 
model, the presence of TB co-infection didn’t independently increase 
the risk of death confirming the survival advantage of initiating 
ART during TB treatment. Therefore, to further ensure the survival 
benefit of ART, we have to address those neglected yet very important 
determinants of mortality like deteriorated immunity, lower functional 
status and malnutrition in PLWHs on ART while still fostering the 
attempts to control over tuberculosis. 
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